
Pedigree with very good breeding bulls

EX 91 dam has produced almost 90,000 kg of milk

Dam has been provincial champion twice

All-round in production and conformation

361282 • Aiden Red
Rh Dg Adam Red x J&G Malando x Subliem Tulip
Red • aAa: 432

Breeder: Herman Stevens, Westmalle
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Aiden Red

Herdbook number BE 815076551

A.I.-code 361282

aAa code 432

colour RB

Breed 100 % HF

 

Date of birth 2021-10-21

Gestation length 286

Kappa Casein AB

Beta Casein A1/A2

Cow family

Straw colour transparent

Rh Dg Adam Red 

Gen-I-Beq Aikman 

Aveared 

Bieke  

Lifetime production till now: (8 lact.):
2904d 89577kg 5.07% 3.70%
89 91 91 92 EX 91

J&G Malando 

Billie  

Lifetime production: (5 lact.):
1593d 44572kg 4.73% 3.41%
87 89 91 87 VG 89

For a change, a bull from Belgium joins the ranks at K.I. SAMEN : Aiden Red (Adam x Malando x Tulip). Apart from his
country of origin, he matches the profile of most of the ‘SAMEN' bulls. Aiden Red boasts a solid cow family characterised
by good conformation and very good components. In addition, his pedigree contains reliable, proven breeding bulls, who
rank among top of the class in their years.

One of these bulls is Aiden's sire Adam Red. This all-round calving ease bull has good scores for health traits and
longevity. Adam has a good production index and transmits very good, practically flawless conformation. He also passes
on average to slightly more curved legs (side view rear legs) and slightly longer teats.

Aiden's dam Bieke is exemplary of the red-and-white population. Her conformation traits can be summed up as plenty of
power, good body condition, correct udders and legs. She produces component-rich milk and has already achieved high
lifetime production. It's not surprising that Bieke has such fabulous conformation, as her dam Billie had equally good
conformation, including sublime udders. Bieke is not only making a name for herself in the barn. She has won accolades at
shows, including two provincial champion titles, and the next generation is following in her...
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